
Overview
In 2017 an analysis by the Haitian govern-
ment concluded that the state-run system 
for issuing national identity cards which 
had been used so far did not meet current 
requirements. Complaints included a lack 
of document security and an overly long 
card production period. In addition to the 
renewal of the ID card system, the govern-
ment officials also aimed to reform national 
birth and death registers and to replace the 
paper-based system with a digital solution.

According to current estimates, almost 
11 million people live in Haiti, more than 
2.5 million of them in the capital Port-au-
Prince. This makes the island state one 
of the most populous countries in the Ca-
ribbean. Haitian law requires that citizens 
aged 18 and over receive an identity card. 
This means that issuing a new ID affects 
around 60 % of the Haitian population  –
more than 6.5 million people.

DERMALOG has already implemented 
numerous biometric systems for national 
identity cards, for example in Brunei, Cam-
bodia, and the Maldives. The Haitian au-
thorities trusted DERMALOG’s expertise 
and contracted the German company to 
install its solution in July 2018. 

 
The new national identification system 
provides a complete infrastructure for 
issuing biometric ID cards and the pos-
sibility of card verification. DERMALOG’s 
turnkey solution includes hardware and 
software for the enrollment of demo-
graphic and biometric data as well as card 
personalization. Furthermore, it contains 
a data center for secure data processing 
and storage. This additionally enables 
the digitization of birth and death regis-
ters requested by the Haitian authorities. 
System training for local authority staff 
and system maintenance are also part of 
DERMALOG’s scope of services in Haiti.
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Solution Components:

• ABIS (Fingerprint/Face/Iris)

• Biometric ID cards and civil registry

• IT infrastructure for secure data 
transfer, processing, and storage 
(including data recovery)

• Mobile Registration Units for bio-
metric and demographic enrollment

• Document issuance web application

• Laser Engravers for ID card person- 
alization

• SVT 4000SE for mobile biometric 
verification

Customer:
Office National d‘Identification (ONI)

Sector:
Public authorities

Key Challenges:
> Setting up a nationwide digital civil register

> Biometric security for ID cards and vital  
   records

> Speeding up the process of issuing ID cards
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Client Requirements
With the introduction of a new ID card 
system, the responsible Office National 
d‘Identification (ONI) pursued three es-
sential goals: 

• Clear identification of every Haitian 
citizen

• Fast issuing processes
• High document security

The existing hardware in numerous ONI 
offices was no longer meeting the agen-
cy’s requirements and on top of that partly 
defective. For this reason, ONI requested 
to equip nearly 150 of its offices with new 
hardware and software for capturing cit-
izen’s demographic and biometric data. 
The existing IT infrastructure for data 
processing and storage was also at its ca-
pacity limit. So ONI’s request also includ-
ed the setup of new servers.

According to ONI the new identity cards as 
well as birth and death certificates should 
be protected against counterfeiting to a 
high degree. At the same time security 
features, such as capturing and verifying 
biometric data, should not get in the way of  
issuance, e.g. for people with disabilities.

DERMALOG Implementation
DERMALOG’s solution consists of multiple 
components, including ID cards as well as 
birth and death certificates with optical 
and biometric security features, Mobile 
Registration Units for capturing biometric 
and demographic data, servers for pro-
cessing and storing the captured data and 
a network infrastructure that enables se-
cure data transfer.

The new Haitian identity card has nu-
merous optical security features such as 
Guilloche-patterns, micro texts, and ho-
lograms. Moreover, biometric features of 
each cardholder are stored on the ID, firstly 
on an integrated contactless chip and sec-
ondly in a printed 2D barcode on the card’s 
reverse side. The biometric data provides 
secure authentication of the cardholder’s 
identity at any time. Demographic and bio-
metric data are printed on the identity card 
with a laser engraver, which ensures addi-
tional counterfeiting protection. The cards 
are made of solid polycarbonate and have 
a lifespan of up to 10 years. DERMALOG 
has also redesigned the Haitian birth and 
death certificates as part of the project. 
These documents also have optical (UV 
print) and biometric (2D barcode) security 
features.

DERMALOG’s Mobile Registration Unit for 
biometric and demographic data capture 
includes a notebook, a 4-4-2 fingerprint 
scanner, a dual-iris camera, an HD web 
camera, and a signature pad. This allows 
ONI employees to capture up to three 
biometric characteristics, namely finger-
prints, irides, and face. Capturing multiple 
biometric features increases recognition 
accuracy and enables also capturing peo-
ple with disabilities such as missing limbs. 
In addition, the Mobile Registration Unit is 
equipped with a power bank to ensure un-
interruptible power supply for all devices. 
All components are housed in a compact 
case so that they can be operated at any 
location. SVT 4000SE biometric handheld 
devices are also part of the DERMALOG 
solution. These are used by the public au-
thorities to verify the new identity cards.

 
DERMALOG has developed an application 
to simplify demographic and biometric 
data capture of Haitian citizens. The web-
based National Identification System intu-
itively guides ONI employees step by step 
through the issuance process of ID cards 
as well as birth and death certificates.

DERMALOG’s Automated Biometric Iden-
tification System (ABIS) is a key part of 
the solution. The ABIS combines multiple 
biometric features such as fingerprint, 

With its Mobile Registration Unit, DERMALOG provides a 
portable system for biometric enrollment.

The web-based National Identification System intuitively guides ONI employees step by step through the issuance process.

The new Haitian identity card is protected against 
counterfeiting by numerous optical and biometric security 
features.

Haitian citizens are receiving the new biometric identity 
card since May 2019.

face, and iris for identification and verifi-
cation purposes. The system checks all 
characteristics separately and generates 
a fusion score from this information. 
Compared to single-feature solutions, this 
provides a much more accurate result. On 
the new Haitian identity card the data of 
ten fingerprints, both irides and face of the 
cardholder are stored.

DERMALOG has set up an extensive IT in-
frastructure for ONI to speed up issuing ID 
cards and vital records. This includes several 
servers to process and store citizens’ data as 
well as a large Data Recovery System (DRS) 
to back up all captured information.

Results
Haitian citizens are receiving the new bio-
metric identity card since May 2019. More 
than ten optical and three biometric fea-
tures protect the card against counterfeit-
ing. DERMALOG has supplied 1,000 Mo-
bile Registration Units so that the IDs can 
be applied for and issued in almost 150 
ONI offices throughout the country. Not 
only is the new identity card used as an 
identification document, it also functions 
as a voter card.

ONI is now equipped with an IT infrastruc-
ture that can process and store biometric 
and demographic data of more than 12 
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Biometric verification

1.  The applicant’s fingerprints, face, and irides are captured in addition  
 to demographic data.

2.  Biometric data is stored in a central database and can be used to  
identify and verify citizens.

3.  The ID card is produced by printing biometric and demographic data  
on the card with a laser engraver.

4.  Biometric data is stored on the chip of the new ID card. In addition, the 
applicant’s biometric facial data is engraved on the card as a 2D barcode.

5.  To obtain his new identity card, the applicant has to verify himself with 
his biometric data.

million citizens. The DERMALOG system 
also enables the digitization of the Haitian 
birth and death registers, which were so 
far based on paper.

The new Haiti National Identification 
System marks a milestone for the island 
state. For DERMALOG, the project is also 
a major step in the company’s develop-
ment, from biometrics specialist to sys-
tem integrator for biometric identification 
solutions.

Citizen records  
can be stored

12
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About DERMALOG
DERMALOG Identification Systems GmbH 
with head offices in Hamburg is Germa-
ny's pioneer for biometrics and the largest 
German manufacturer of biometric devic-
es and systems. One of the company’s 
shareholders is the state-owned German 
“Bundesdruckerei”.

DERMALOG employs a team of scientists 
who continuously develop biometric iden-
tification systems (so-called "AFIS" and 
"ABIS"), including cutting-edge fingerprint 
scanning devices.  The product portfolio 
is complemented by biometric Border 
Control Systems, Biometric ID Cards and 
passports as well as Biometric Voting 
Systems. "FingerLogin", "FingerPayment" 
and "FingerBanking" are also solutions 
developed by DERMALOG, as are systems 
for automatic face and iris recognition.

In addition to the German and European 
markets, DERMALOG has a strong pres-
ence in Asia, Africa, Latin America and the 
Middle East. To date, the company has 
provided its technologies and solutions to 
more than 200 large scale installations in 
more than 80 countries.

In addition, DERMALOG offers biometric 
solutions for banks and for the manu-
facturers of automated teller machines. 
This includes the largest biometric bank-
ing project world-wide (USD 50 million), 
which was delivered by DERMALOG (the 
so-called "BVN Project"): 23 banks and 
the Central Bank of Nigeria were provided 
with DERMALOG’s ABIS, which prevents 
double identities among bank customers 
by means of finger and face recognition 
and guarantees the best-possible biomet-
ric identification of customers (KYC) for 
these banks. Furthermore, many ATMs 
across the globe have been equipped with 
DERMALOG's fingerprint technology.
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